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Latvia - White all over for Riga Fire
Fighting Museum
Set up in 1978 on the premises of a former
fire station built in 1912, Riga Fire Fighting
museum displays the history of fire fighting
in Latvia from the second half of the 19th
century until the present days. Spread over
two levels, the museum features fire fighting
equipment, vehicles, uniforms and different
tools, as well as awards, distinctions for
bravery and documents related to fire
fighting...

read more...

What was new in Frankfurt
Taking place in Frankfurt am Main (Germany)
from March, 18 till 23, the 2018 edition of
L+B reported a real success in terms of
visitors, as any participant could experience
from the crowded restaurants, fully reserved
hotels, overbooked flights and bustling
booths on the fairground!! Within this
hectic frame, GRIVEN presented its
groundbreaking product novelties on a newly
conceived...

read more...
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LUMsearch link available now directly
on our home page!
From now on you will benefit from a
comprehensive overview of a wide selection
of GRIVEN’s lighting fixtures for a seamless
lighting planning directly online! LUMsearch
is a worldwide renowned luminaire search
engine, which allows to find, in an easy and
quick way, the specific luminaire for every
kind of project from your PC. It simplifies the
use of the available technical data in every
design...

read more...

Happy Easter!
Dear Customers and Partners, wishing you a
very Happy Easter holiday, we would like to
inform you that our offices will be closed on
April, 2. HAPPY EASTER! ...

read more...

LFI 2018: Chicago calling
As the U.S. largest annual architectural and
commercial lighting trade show and
conference, LIGHTFAIR® International,
which will be held...

read more...
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